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This PowerPoint template requires 
basic PowerPoint (version 2007 or 
newer) skills. Below is a list of 
commonly asked questions specific to 
this template.  
If you are using an older version of 
PowerPoint some template features 
may not work properly. 
 

Using the template 
 

Verifying the quality of your 
graphics 
Go to the VIEW menu and click on 
ZOOM to set your preferred 
magnification. This template is at 
100% the size of the final poster. All 
text and graphics will be printed at 
100% their size. To see what your 
poster will look like when printed, set 
the zoom to 100% and evaluate the 
quality of all your graphics before you 
submit your poster for printing. 
 
Using the placeholders 
To add text to this template click 
inside a placeholder and type in or 
paste your text. To move a 
placeholder, click on it once (to select 
it), place your cursor on its frame and 
your cursor will change to this 
symbol:         Then, click once and 
drag it to its new location where you 
can resize it as needed. Additional 
placeholders can be found on the left 
side of this template. 
 
Modifying the layout 
This template has four 
different column layouts.  
Right-click your mouse 
on the background and  
click on “Layout” to see  
the layout options. 
The columns in the provided layouts 
are fixed and cannot be moved but 
advanced users can modify any layout 
by going to VIEW and then SLIDE 
MASTER. 
 
Importing text and graphics from 
external sources 
TEXT: Paste or type your text into a 
pre-existing placeholder or drag in a 
new placeholder from the left side of 
the template. Move it anywhere as 
needed. 
PHOTOS: Drag in a picture 
placeholder, size it first, click in it 
and insert a photo from the menu. 
TABLES: You can copy and paste a 
table from an external document onto 
this poster template. To adjust  the 
way the text fits within the cells of a 
table that has been pasted, right-click 
on the table, click FORMAT SHAPE  
then click on TEXT BOX and change 
the INTERNAL MARGIN values to 0. 
 
 
Modifying the color scheme 
To change the color scheme of this 
template go to the “Design” menu 
and click on “Colors”. You can choose 
from the provide color combinations 
or you can create your own. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

QUICK DESIGN GUIDE 
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PRINT--) 
 

This PowerPoint 2007 template 
produces a 36”x48” professional  
poster. It will save you valuable time 
placing titles, subtitles, text, and 
graphics.  
 
Use it to create your presentation. 
Then send it to 
PosterPresentations.com for 
premium quality, same day affordable 
printing. 
 
We provide a series of online 
tutorials that will guide you through 
the poster design process and answer 
your poster production questions.  
 
View our online tutorials at: 
 http://bit.ly/Poster_creation_help  
(copy and paste the link into your 
web browser). 
 
For assistance and to order your 
printed poster call 
PosterPresentations.com at 
1.866.649.3004 
 
 

Object Placeholders 
 

Use the placeholders provided below 
to add new elements to your poster: 
Drag a placeholder onto the poster 
area, size it, and click it to edit. 
 
Section Header placeholder 
Move this preformatted section 
header placeholder to the poster area 
to add another section header. Use 
section headers to separate topics or 
concepts within your presentation.  
 
 
 
Text placeholder 
Move this preformatted text 
placeholder to the poster to add a 
new body of text. 
 
 
 
 
Picture placeholder 
Move this graphic placeholder onto 
your poster, size it first, and then 
click it to add a picture to the poster. 
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Protec=on	mechanisms:	Coa=ng	vs	PoLng	

After DI water challenge 

Sample fres [kHz] 
mean, (range) 

Q  
mean, (range) 

Ip-p [mA] to break at	fres 
 

Uncoated 
Nwires=17 

11.78   
(11.68 –11.97) 

92 
(69 – 117) 

4 
one wire tested 

Coated 55μ	–	60μ	OD 
Nwires = 15 

9.28 
(8.88 – 9.76) 

36 
(26 – 46) 

32 – 40 
one wire 

Coated 100μ	–	110μ	OD 
Nwires= 8 

(8.1 – 14.1) (7 – 14)  fres = 10.4 kHz: breaks @ 180 mA p-p 
fres = 13.3 kHz: 38.5 hours @ 180 mA p-p 

Most	Vulnerable	Wire	Bond	Geometry	

B	
B	

End	Cap/Disk	in	Solenoidal	Field	

Lorentz	
Force	

Lorentz	
Force	

Lorentz Force can break wire bonds 

ATLAS Pixel Disk 

B	

From	G.	Bolla	et	al.,	Wire-bond	failures	induced	by	
	resonant	vibra4ons	in	the	CDF	silicon	detector,		
Nucl.	Instr.	and	Methods	A518,	277	(2004).		

SEM	pictures	of	a	wire-bond	heel	broken	by		
fa.gue	stress	induced	by	resonant	vibra.ons		

Wire	Bond	Heel	Po_ed	En.re	Wire	Bond	Coated	

•  Immobilized	wire	bond	heel	•  Immobilized	wire	bond	heel	
•  Resonance	amplitude	~	F0/m	
•  Resonance	amplitude	~	Q		

Video	frames	of	coated	wire	bond	summed	(top)	and	subtracted	(bo_om)	to	
show	regions	of	movement	(light	and	dark)	and	mo.onless	regions	(gray).		

Coating increases oscillator mass and reduces oscillator Q value 

Top	View 																End	View	

Sample fres [kHz] 
mean, (range) 

Q  
mean, (range) 

Ip-p [mA] to break 

Potted 
Nwires= 8 

14.95 
(13.80 – 16.17) 

68 
(60 – 77) 

12 – 15 
one wire 

Objec=ve	

Qualify	sprayed	Cellpak	D9201	polyurethane	coa.ngs	for	suppressing	
wire	bond	oscilla.ons	(IP-P~100	mA,	B=2T)	at	doses	an.cipated	for	the	
ATLAS	Inner	Tracker	(ITk)	at	the	High	Luminosity	LHC	(HL-LHC).	

Al wire bonds: 2.8 mm long, 25µ OD   B =1.7 T     Room temperature 
Coating and potting material:   Cellpak D9201     Pre-irradiation 

Temperature	Dependence	

Irradia=on	to	3	MGy	

Neodymium	magnets	and	flux	return,	B=1.0	T	

Room	temp	
	avg.	values	

Cold	(-20C)	
	avg.	values	

				%	change		
					(cold/warm)	

Bond	length	
[mm]	 N	wires	

Mean	
OD	[μ]	

Res.	Freq.	
[kHz]	 Q	

Res.	Freq.	
[kHz]	 Q	

Res.	Freq.	
[kHz]	 Q	

2.8	 9	 57		thin	 9.9	 59	 10.3	 86	 +4%	 +47%	
2.8	 13	 73		med	 11.0	 30	 12.3	 42	 +12%	 +40%	
2.8	 13	 112	thick	 14.8	 18	 17.2	 27	 +16%	 +52%	

4.0	 9	 44		thin	 7.6	 66	 8.0	 87	 +6%	 +32%	
4.0	 11	 82	med	 9.9	 19	 11.4	 32	 +15%	 +67%	

>100μ	OD	coa.ngs	at	-20C	protect	ITk	end	cap	equivalent:	B=2T,	Ip-p<100 mA	

Co60	Irradia.on	at	Sandia	Nat.	Lab	Gamma	Irradia.on	Facility.	

Yellowing	of	irradiated	organic	polymers	is	typical.		

Average	of	Similar	Wires	
15%	sys.	err.	shown	

Average	of	Similar	Wires	
15%	sys.	err.	shown	Average	of	Similar	Wires	

Average	of	Similar	Wires	

Q and 𝑓res	of	coated	wires	stable	to	at	least	3	MGy	

Cellpack	D9201	coa.ngs	demonstrated	to	protect	2.8	mm,	25μ	OD	Al		
wire	bonds	at	HL-LHC	life.me	(3000	p-1)	radia.on	dose	an.cipated	for		
ITk	Pixel	end	cap	and	ITk	Strip	barrel	and	end	cap.	
Irradia.on	con.nuing	to	ITk	Pixel	barrel	dose	and	beyond	to	failure.	

Adapted from D.	Alvarez	Feitoa,	A.	Honma,	and	B.	Mandelli,	PH-EP-Tech-Note-2015-002. 

Wire	Bond	Selector	

Wire	Bond	Monitoring	

Camera	and	Stroboscope	


